
A cache of key medical  
equipment is stored within our 
secure int:ACT™  
technology Carts. 
It contains everything required for initial treatment of traumatically 
injured patients in any form of MCI. It is particularly effective in 
the platinum ten minutes that have been highlighted in recent 
medical research as the key time in which you can save lives.

The PTENSYS Carts contains a number of PTENSYS Kits, depending 
on requirements, one extra Airway Bag (each PTENSYS Kit has a 
built in Airway Bag) , two Triage Kits , a set of Triage flags , three 
boxes of nitrile gloves, marker boards and pens fitted to the doors, 
one Xtricate Stretcher, one heating blanket, one patient movement 
device and shrouds.

This brand new, customised Cart offers continuous electronic 
monitoring of the secure storage unit for emergency medical 
supplies. The carts can be lifted and transported by forklift or 
trailer to strategic points at your venue/event and their strong 
tamper-proof construction has been designed for frequent 
transport and rough handling.
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We all recognise that the world is changing and civilians in Mass Casualty Incidents (MCIs) are experiencing military style injuries.
Planning and preparation in these situations is essential and it will help you to save lives.

TyTek have developed ACT -  a system that will help you to act quickly to give life-saving care to your patrons while you wait for the 
emergency services to arrive.

Stored within our secure Fastrack™ technology carts is medical equipment. It contains essential kit for trauma care in the platinum 
ten minutes that have been highlighted in recent medical research as the key time in which we can save lives.

Categorically, nobody before us in the emergency medical industry has designed a trauma kit that folds out to allow side-by-side 
working added extendable floodlights. Each kit is designed to service four patients. 

Ultimately, the ACT system prepares you for virtually every emergency care situation. 
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CATEGORY: CART

CONTENTS AMOUNT

PTENSYS Kit Bags TBA

Gloves, Nitrile, Box (L) 1

Gloves, Nitrile, Box (M) 1

Gloves, Nitrile, Box (S) 1

Marker Board w/ pens (Attached to inside doors) 2

Shroud (Body Bag) 1

Xtricate - Stretcher 1

Colored triage Tarps or flags on tripods, Set of 3 1

Airway Bag 1

visit www.tytekindustries.com/ptensys 
for further information or to talk to us about your PTENSYS 

requirements for your venues and events.
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